In accordance with section 378 of the Local Government Act 1993, I hereby:

1. Delegate to the position of:

   **Administrative Assistant - Library Services**

and to those people who may act in that position from time to time, the following functions subject to the limitations stated in this Instrument of Delegation and any subsequent written direction made by the General Manager or the Mayor; and

2. Revoke any previous Instrument of Delegation to that position.

S Phillips

General Manager

21 September 2018

DELEGATIONS

02 BUSINESS OF COUNCIL

02.12 Operations and Services

Exercise the functions of the position to which the delegate is appointed or acting, generally in accordance with the position description and responsibilities for that position and if applicable, the sums voted by the Council and Budget allocation.

05 FINANCE

05.01 Accounts

05.01.02 Authorise Payment - Procurement

Determine whether the amounts and calculations in accounts, invoices and tax invoices comply with any relevant agreement or are, in the opinion of the delegate, otherwise fair and reasonable and, if found to be so, authorise payment or so much as is found to be fair and reasonable, up to the amount(s) shown in the authority ‘Procurement’.

05.12 Procurement
05.12.06 Obtain Quotes and Authorise Expenditure

05.12.06.07 < $10,000

Obtain quotations and authorise expenditure for the supply, purchase, lease or hire of goods, works, services (including consultants engaged by the General Manager or Director), plant, equipment and the like subject to:

(a) expenditure not exceeding $10,000 for any one transaction; and

(b) funds for such expenditure having been allocated in the Budget (where relevant); and

(c) compliance with any limit on incurring such expenditure which the Council may have fixed (where relevant),

unless authorised by a resolution of the Council.

Note:

1. This authority extends to the execution of procurement type contracts and agreements only associated and consistent with the delegate's authorised Position Description. All other documents and agreements may only be executed if this delegation includes an authority under item 02.07.

2. This authority does not extend to authorising petty cash claims.

INTERPRETATION

Where appearing in this Instrument of Delegation:

- Headings are for convenience only and do not affect interpretation.
- Monetary amounts are inclusive of GST, unless the contrary is expressly stated.
- Law includes an Act, regulation, instrument and the like and any amendment, re-enactment, consolidation or replacement of that law by a similar provision in that law or any other law.
- A reference to a policy means a policy adopted by resolution of the Council and includes an amendment or replacement of that policy where adopted by resolution of the Council.
- A reference to “written objections” or “public submission” refers to objections or submissions received from the general public and not from a Commonwealth or State Government department, authority, agency and the like.
- A petition, objection or submission that is signed by or contains the names of more than one person is taken to be one objection or submission as the case may be.
- A reference to a Commonwealth or State Government department, authority, agency and the like includes any successor to it.
- A reference to a concurrence includes any later or amended concurrence.
- A reference to a function includes a reference to a power, authority, duty and the like and to the exercise or performance of such.
- Where the exercise or performance of a function requires other functions to be exercised or performed or requires the delegate to do other things to exercise or perform that function, the delegate is authorised to exercise or perform those other functions and to do those other things.
- A word which denotes the singular denotes the plural and vice versa.
- An authority to ‘approve’ includes approve with conditions or to refuse.